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Background: Virtual simulation modalities have been implemented widely since
the onset of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 pandemic
restrictions in March 2020, as educators face persistent restrictions to face-
to-face education of medical students and healthcare professionals.

There is paucity of published data regarding the benefits and barriers of
distance and avatar simulation training modalities.
Methods: Following a 2-day virtual pediatric simulation competition
facilitated by Netzwerk Kindersimulation e.V., using remote human avatars
and distance simulation, we conducted a multicenter survey to explore the
advantages and challenges of avatar and distance simulation among
participants. We used a modified Delphi approach to draft and develop the
32-item online questionnaire with 7-point Likert-like scales (7 being the
highest rating).
Results: Twenty participants answered our questionnaire. Respondents
indicated both a high overall satisfaction (median of 5.0 [Q25–Q75: 4.0–
6.0] ) for avatar and distance simulation 6.0 (5.0–6.0), respectively, as well
as a high achieved psychological safety with both simulation types (5.0
[4.0–6.0] vs. 5.0 [4.0–6.0]). The most frequently reported profits of avatar
and distance simulation included the elimination of travel distances,
associated lower costs, less time spent attending the education activity, and
effective communication and leadership training, especially with avatar
simulation. Most often named challenges were technical problems, limited
reception of non-verbal cues and a spatial distance from the team/educator.
Abbreviations

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; F2F, face-to-face; GNPI, German society for neonatal and pediatric
intensive care medicine; SBE, simulation-based education; VR, virtual reality.
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Discussion: Based on the results of this pilot study, avatar and distance simulation can
be employed successfully and appear to be good supplements to face-to-face
simulation. Other studies are warranted to further explore the effectiveness of
various types of virtual simulation compared to conventional presential simulation.
We suggest using avatar-based simulation for targeted communication and
leadership skills training and the application of distance simulation to bring
simulation experts virtually to remote places where educator resources are lacking.

KEYWORDS

simulation-based education, avatar simulation, distance simulation, virtual simulation,

advantages, challenges, pediatric acute care
Background

Since March 2020, the ongoing pandemic caused by

the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 has

persistently put restrictions on simulation-based education

(SBE) and training (1, 2). Simulation educators have turned to

virtual, remote or hybrid training modalities to compensate for

reduced exposure to simulated pediatric emergencies in places

where traditional education had to be limited or cancelled.

The effectiveness of face-to-face (F2F) (also referred to as

presential) SBE as a learning tool in healthcare has been widely

described (3), with significant effects on knowledge, process skills,

product skills, time skills and patient outcomes (4). However, only

scant data are describing whether this powerful effect can also be

achieved through virtual, remote or telesimulation modalities (5–

8). There is a knowledge gap regarding the benefits and barriers

of distance simulation (term used hereafter for reasons of clarity,

but not excluding remote or telemedicine simulation modalities,

unless the authors specifically refer to one of the other terms) and

avatar simulation training modalities, with only limited published

evidence (6, 9).

These terms are partly overlapping and interchangeable and

have been defined as follows: Virtual simulation “… is where a

real person operates simulated systems”, which may utilize

avatars, i.e., virtual objects “used to represent a physical object

(e.g., a human) in a virtual world” (10). Distance simulation

refers to “implementing a simulation or training at a physical

distance from the participant(s)”, while remote simulation is

“… performed with either the facilitator, learners, or both in

an offsite location separate from other members to complete

educational or assessment activities” (10). For this purpose

telesimulation may be used, which utilizes telecommunication

and simulation resources to “provide education, training, and

assessment to learners at an offsite location” (5).

More challenging aspects regarding avatar and virtual

reality (VR) simulation, defined as “a computer-generated

three-dimensional environment that gives an immersion

effect” (10), include high purchase costs, physical side effects

like visual asthenopia and motion sickness, and possible

psychological side effects such as dissociation (11, 12).
02
Although distance simulation allowed simulation activities

to continue while maintaining social distancing requirements,

adaption to these circumstances differed between geographic

regions with an Anglo-American/Anglo-Saxon and Indian vs.

European preponderance regarding non-presential training

modes (13). As the pandemic of the coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID-19) will continue to hinder F2F SBE and training,

medical schools and teaching hospitals will have to

continuously adapt and modify their educational activities to

provide essential simulation training. While presential SBE

will and shall not be replaced due to its proven benefits,

understanding the benefits and barriers of distance simulation

will help clinical educators and simulation trainers plan and

deliver SBE during these challenging times.
Aim of the study

We sought to explore potential advantages and obstacles

with two different simulation training modalities (avatar and

distance simulation) over conventional presential SBE among

European simulation competition participants represented in

our pediatric simulation network “Netzwerk Kindersimulation

e.V.” (14). We hypothesized that there would be distinct but

specific advantages with either modality compared to standard

SBE that will be useful to know for educators and simulation

trainers even for future SBE beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.
Materials and methods

Ethics

The Institutional Review Board at Karolinska University

Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden (File number 2021 02983, June

29, 2021) waived the need for ethics approval. Participation in

the survey was voluntary, and participation in the survey was

considered “consent by participation”. We used ID numbers

to code participants and requested no directly identifying

data. We stored data in a secure repository accessible to the
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investigators only. As far as applicable, all procedures from this

investigation followed the Helsinki Declaration (15). All

researchers complied with the Data Protection Acts of their

respective academic institutions.
Study design and setting

We performed an international, prospective study using an

online survey in the German language (Supplementary File 1:

Participant evaluation virtual simulation competition survey

in German). We translated the original survey to the English

language for the purpose of publication (Supplementary File

2: Participant evaluation virtual simulation competition survey

in English).
Procedure

Simulation competition
We performed a 2-day virtual pediatric simulation

competition (June 15–16, 2021) during the German Society for

Neonatal and Pediatric Intensive Care Medicine (GNPI) 2021

annual conference (16), which was held virtually due to the

third COVID-19 wave. In the virtual simulation competition,

we enrolled four German-speaking teams from pediatrics,

pediatric intensive care, and pediatric emergency medicine.

Each team was composed of three specialists in training, one

pediatric nurse and one specialist physician (n = 5).

For the qualification rounds, we performed avatar

simulations using the Zoom® platform (Zoom Video

Communications, San Jose, California, United States) (Figure 1).

An exclusive Zoom® meeting link was provided to the four

participating teams, avatars, jurors (RML, Sweden, and one

juror from each Switzerland and Germany) and the technician

for the qualification round. The avatar simulations employed an

avatar team of one nurse and two doctors as well as a

technician physically located at St. Josef’s Hospital in Vienna,

Austria, performing an in-situ simulation scenario. The four

participating teams were located remotely in Germany (n = 1,

Münster) and Austria (Vienna n = 2, Eisenstadt n = 1). The

avatars acted according to orders from the remotely participating

teams, which were transmitted as voices into the room, in a

simulation scenario with a pediatric emergency topic

(supraventricular tachycardia).

During the finals, distance simulation was featured

(Figure 2). We again used the Zoom® platform (Zoom Video

Communications, San Jose, California, United States), and

exclusive links were sent to the four participating teams, jurors,

the technician for the final round and 12 registered passive

spectators. All teams were challenged by two pediatric

emergency simulation scenarios (drowning case for teams 1

and 2, status epilepticus case for teams 3 and 4). In this
Frontiers in Pediatrics 03
distance simulation, each team performed at their home

institution, whether at the local simulation center (Münster) or

in situ at the home hospitals (Comprehensive Center for

Pediatrics, Medical University of Vienna; St. Josef’s Hospital,

Vienna; Hospital of the Brothers of Saint John of God,

Eisenstadt) as per participant choice. For the distance

simulation, the team’s senior doctor acted as a confederate

[defined as “an individual(s) who, during the clinical scenario,

provides assistance locating and troubleshooting equipment”

(10)]. The confederates received and accessed the scenario the

day before the competition to (i) prepare the simulation

manikin and training setting and (ii) operate the scenario for

the competition according to the detailed script.

The virtual jury and organizing committee took part in the

Zoom® competition to ultimately choose the winner by assessing

medical and teamwork aspects. A specific 60-point evaluation

tool was used for each scenario (Supplementary Files 3A–C).

Teams could achieve a maximum of 60 points with each

scenario for various medical actions (e.g., adherence to

treatment algorithms according to European Resuscitation

Council (17) and team behavior, including crisis resource

management principles (18), team reflections (19), STOP

sequences, “10 s for 10 min” (18) and effective

communication strategies such as “closed-loop”

communication (20, 21). The tool was based on evaluation

tools used for previous simulation competitions (personal

communication RML) and adapted after current evaluation

tools for the team behavior part (22). The team with the

highest number of points achieved in the final scenario was

named the winner. The jurors had prepared a pediatric

resuscitation guideline quiz in case two teams had the same

number of points to appoint the winning team, which was

ultimately to be presented for educational purposes only. For

all three simulated cases, the organizing committee (RML, one

pediatric expert from Switzerland, Austria, and Germany) and

jurors performed a short medical debriefing for all

participating teams and the audience. Teamwork aspects were

debriefed in a separate virtual debriefing session with each

team and without an audience the day after the competition

to maintain psychological safety. A complete description of

the competition and the differences between the two

simulation modalities can be found in Table 1.@@[23, 24]

Questionnaire development
To develop a questionnaire to explore participants’ opinions

of avatar and distance simulation compared to conventional

SBE, we used a three-round modified Delphi technique. The

Delphi technique allows easy curriculum revision, as

investigators can work at a distance with various target group

representatives. It provides opinions from a broad range of

experts to be consolidated into a manageable number of

precise statements. This technique defines that “pooled

intelligence” captures the collective view of stakeholders (25).
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FIGURE 1

Concepts and technical setup of (A) avatar simulation and distance simulation using (B) iSimulate (iSimulate, Canberra, Australia and albany, New York,
United States) or (C) SIMStation (©SIMStation, Vienna, Austria), respectively. Figures courtesy of Dr. Alberto Gyasi, Vienna, Austria. (A) On site: Control
of the iSimulate monitor via the iSimulate control pad, which transmits the image of the monitor via radio to the Apple TV (Apple TV®, Apple Inc.,
United States) device. The Apple TV® device transmits the image to the video mixer [Atem mini (Blackmagic Design Pty. Ltd, Port Melbourne,
Australia)] via HDMI. The two GoPro (©GoPro Inc., United States) cameras each transmit the action via HDMI to the video mixer. The Avatars
transmit their sounds via wireless microphone to the wireless receiver. The wireless receiver feeds the sound to the video mixer via cable. The
video mixer provides picture and sound to the participants via a virtual webcam over Zoom® (Zoom Video Communications, San Jose,
California, United States). Participants side: Participants also use Zoom® to give instructions to the avatars via a speaker in the avatar room,
allowing them to remotely control the avatars. (B) On-site: One iPad® (Apple Inc., United States) is used as an iSimulate patient monitor, another
iPad® as a camera. Both must be connected to Zoom® to transmit the respective image. In the control center: The patient monitor can be
controlled via an iPad®, which is connected to the monitor via internet. In addition, the two images from the remote simulation site are pinned
(or brought into focus) on Zoom®. At a distance: That way the spectators and jury can follow the simulation. (C): On site: ©SIMStation (with
inbuild cameras capturing the team and the monitor) needs to be connected to Zoom®. The patient monitor is controlled on site. At a distance:
That way the spectators and jury can follow the simulation.

Löllgen et al. 10.3389/fped.2022.853243
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FIGURE 2

Participant and facilitator zoom®screen views. (A) Avatar simulation. Side-by-side format showing the operator’s (technician’s) shared screen of
patient monitor vitals from a distance (located in Vienna), the avatars’ video of the simulated scenario and the gallery of participants, facilitators
[jury members located in Stockholm (RML), Münster, Germany, and Bellinzona, Switzerland] and operator (technician), located in Vienna, Austria.
Operator is in the same room and behind the camera. (B) Distance simulation using ©SIMStation. Side-by-side format showing the ©SIMStation’s
three camera views and local confederate operator’s shared screen of patient monitor vitals transmitted via connection to Zoom®. (C) Distance
simulation using iSimulate. Side-by-side format showing the operator’s (technician’s) shared screen of patient monitor vitals from a distance
(Vienna) and the participants’ video of the simulated scenario transmitted by a camera connected to Zoom®.

Löllgen et al. 10.3389/fped.2022.853243
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TABLE 1 Description of the simulation competition.

Avatar simulation Distance simulation

Teams One coach (pediatric specialist), one nurse, three pediatric specialists in
training

One coach (pediatric specialist), one nurse, three pediatric specialists in
training

Scenario We ran the same scenario* (supraventricular tachycardia case) four times.
Avatars acted solely to orders from the participating teams and were
addressed by the colour of their scrubs (which acted as a name)

Two different scenarios* (drowning and status epilepticus) were run twice
each for teams 1 + 2 and 3 + 4, respectively.

Technical
details

Teams, jurors, and avatars joining a Zoom conference, avatar team and
monitor pitched to Zoom screen using iSimulate software (23).

Teams, jurors, and audience joining a Zoom conference, participating team
and monitor pitched to Zoom screen using SIMStation software (24)
(own monitor, n = 2, operated by confederate) or iSimulate software (23)
(n = 2, operated by organising team/juror).

Audience None Conference workshop participants (n = 12), observing the competition and
participating in the feedback/medical debriefing session.

Organising
committee

Jurors: RML (pediatric emergency medicine), located in Sweden, one juror
located in Switzerland (pediatric emergency medicine) and 1 in Germany
(paediatrics), respectively

Jurors: RML (pediatric emergency medicine), located in Sweden, one juror
located in Switzerland (pediatric emergency medicine) and 1 in
Germany (paediatrics), respectively

Technical support: Pediatrics specialist, Austria, physically located in Vienna Technical support: Pediatrics specialist, Austria, physically located in
Vienna

Evaluation 60-point scale scoring sheet**, points and penalty points for various
performed or omitted medical and non-medical tasks

60-point scale scoring sheet**, points and penalty points for various
performed or omitted medical and non-medical tasks

Debriefing 15-minute presentation-based, interactive summary of medical aspects of
each scenario for all participants and audience

15-minute presentation-based, interactive summary of medical aspects of
each scenario for all participants and audience; separate teamwork-
oriented virtual debriefing session with each team and without an
audience the day after the competition

*The original scenarios are available on request by the authors.

**The original scoring sheets are provided as supplementary files 3a-c.

Löllgen et al. 10.3389/fped.2022.853243
The recourse was taken to five simulation education experts

who were not part of the competition jury. RML drafted the

first version of the questionnaire, which was composed of

open and multiple-choice questions as well as questions using

a Likert-like scale with 1 representing “Extremely little/low”, 2

“Very little/low”, 3 “Low/little”, 4 “Neutral/average”, 5 “Well/

much”, and 6 “Very well/much”, and 7 “Extremely well/

much”. All Delphi rounds were developed iteratively by

consultation and feedback. In the first Delphi round, we used

open-ended questions with the scope of prioritizing and

putting across the most relevant survey questions and topics

for avatar and distance simulation.

Participating stakeholders were asked to comment on the

content, comprehensibility, grammar/spelling, completeness,

and relevance of the survey items to suggest changes or

decide whether the items should be included in the final

competence list. All participating stakeholders were invited by

e-mail to answer the questionnaire. An e-mail reminder was

sent 14 days after the initial invitation. After completing the

first round, the facilitator (RML) read all the answers to the

open questions, edited, merged similar answers/suggestions,

and grouped them into categories to compile the second-

round questionnaire. All stakeholders participating in round 1

were invited by e-mail to the second round to rate each

statement. The second round consisted of a repeat review of

the edited survey items regarding content, comprehensibility,

grammar/spelling, completeness, and relevance in this edited

version. Items included in the questionnaire were again re-
Frontiers in Pediatrics 06
piloted, and final edits were made based on the feedback. In

the third round, the penultimate list was again sent to all the

stakeholders to comment on and sign. At the end of Delphi

round 3 a consensus was reached, resulting in the final 32-

item version of the survey (original questionnaire in German

and English translation thereof, Supplementary Files 1, 2).

The final online version was pilot tested for ease of

completion and technical functioning by two German-

speaking stakeholders to confirm its comprehensibility and

the usefulness of the response options.

Simulation competition participant survey
After the workshop, all four participating teams were

surveyed using the previously developed 32-item online

questionnaire (Supplementary Files 1, 2). The survey link

was sent to all potential study participants following the

simulation competition, including a covering letter reiterating

the study’s goals. The questionnaire aimed to explore the

participants’ experience with avatar simulation and distance

simulation. The survey was distributed electronically using the

SurveyMonkey® tool (SurveyMonkey Inc, San Mateo,

California, United States). As all participants who enrolled in

the workshop were eligible for inclusion in the study, we used

a non-probability convenience sample.

The advantages of avatar and distance simulation, based on

the qualitative analysis of open-ended questions (see Data

analysis), and limitations and barriers of both simulation

modalities, were declared as our primary outcomes.
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 2 Participant demographics.

Total (n = 20)

Age [years, Median (Q25–Q75)] 34.0 (29.0–41.0)

Female gender (n, %) 11 (55.0)

Country of workplace

Austria 11 (55.0)

Germany 7 (35.0)

No answer 2 (10.0)

Simulation experience [years, Median (Q25–Q75)] 4.0 (2.5–7.5)

Previous experience in virtual/distance simulation 2 (10%)

Löllgen et al. 10.3389/fped.2022.853243
The secondary outcomes included satisfaction with avatar

and distance simulation, ability to immerse into and

psychological safety with the avatar and distance simulation

modes, availability of non-verbal information, preference for

distance vs. presential simulation modalities, and preference

for virtual or hybrid vs. presential simulation in the future.

Participant demographics [age, gender, home country,

simulation experience in years, previous virtual simulation

experience (distance, avatar, telesimulation, or virtual reality

simulation)] were recorded. We also collected the study

participants’ experiences regarding audiovisual broadcasting

technology.

Data analysis
We used SPSS v26 (IBM, New York, United States) to

analyze quantitative data. We performed a descriptive analysis

of the survey data. Categorical variables were described as

absolute (n) and relative frequencies (%). Missing answers are

accounted for by listing the total absolute number for each

item (different from 20) where not all 20 respondents

answered a question. Continuous variables were described

using median and 25th–75th quartiles. Individual items were

assessed for normal distribution with the Shapiro–Wilks test

and visual assessment of residuals and Q–Q Plots. Due to the

nature of the data and the small sample, we used the Mann–

Whitney U, Kruskal–Wallis or Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for

continuous variables and the Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact

test for categorical variables. An a priori probability of less

than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. For reliability

testing of the survey, internal consistency was evaluated with

Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.7) (JB-E). We

considered a Cronbach’s alpha of ≥0.7 as reliable (26).

The qualitative analysis of open-ended questions was

performed by two authors (JB-E and RML) using an inductive

approach and a thematic content analysis (27). JB-E

performed answer reduction, and RML cross-checked answers.

We used open coding to check for common themes and

categories of open-ended questions. Open codes were re-

analyzed for duplications and overlapping themes. Final code

verification was attained through peer debrief.
TABLE 3 Satisfaction and psychological safety with avatar simulation
and distance simulation.

Avatar
Simulation

Distance
Simulation

p-
value*
Results

Four teams (Germany n = 1, Austria n = 3, total participants

n = 20) participated in the study. Participant characteristics are

presented in Table 2.

Satisfaction [Median (Q25–Q75)] 5.0 (4.0–6.0) 6.0 (5.0–6.0) 0.317

Psychological Safety [Median
(Q25–Q75)]

5.0 (4.0–6.0) 5.0 (5.0–6.0) 0.480

*Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Satisfaction and psychological safety were rated

on a Likert-scale from 1 (Extremely little) to 7 (Extremely much) for

satisfaction, and 1 (Extremely low) to 7 (Extremely high) for psychological

safety, respectively.
Survey results – technical aspects

Most participants attended the sessions using their

computer or tablet with a camera and microphone. Only a
Frontiers in Pediatrics 07
small percentage (20%, n = 4/20) used the mobile phone.

Regarding connection issues during the sessions, 40% (n = 8/

20) of participants reported audio problems, and 25% (n = 5/

20) reported video problems during the live broadcast. Most

frequently reported problems included the inability to read

the information on the screen (57.1%, n = 8/14), the

commands to the avatars not being heard or misinterpreted

(28.6%, n = 4/14) and frozen video transmission (14.2%, n = 2/

14). These issues led to simulation delays on four occasions

(20%). There were no differences between males and females

in reporting audio (p = 0.619) or video (p = 0.371) issues.

Participants managed to immerse themselves well in the

avatar simulation [5.0 (3.0–5.0)] but received little non-verbal

information from the avatars [5.0 (3.0–5.0)].
Survey results – comparison of distance,
avatar and face to face simulation

Participants’ satisfaction with distance simulation was

higher than with avatar simulation, but this difference was not

statistically significant (z =−1.00, p = 0.317). We found no

difference in the generally high rating of psychological safety

in both simulation types (Table 3). However, compared to

presential simulation, only 20% of participants (n = 4/20)

believed that avatar simulation offered more psychological

safety, while distance simulation was considered

psychologically safe in 30% (n = 6/20) of cases. There were no
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 4 Reported advantages and challenges with avatar and distance simulation.

Avatar simulation Distance simulation

Advantages • No travel distances (n = 10/30, 33.3%)
• Lower costs (n = 9/30, 30.0%)
• Less time required (n = 9/30, 30.0%)
• Less exposure to other participants or educators (n = 1/30, 3.3%)
• Other (n = 1/30, 3.3%)

• No travel distances (n = 14/44, 31.8%)
• Lower costs (n = 10/44, 22.7%)
• Less time required (n = 7/44, 15.9%)
• Less exposure to other participants or educators (n = 2/44, 4.5%)
• Simulation in real working environment (n = 10/44, 22.7%)
• Other (n = 1/44, 2.2%)

Challenges • Technical problems (n = 9/38, 23.7%)
• Streaming delays (n = 5/38, 13.2%)
• Fewer non-verbal cues (n = 9/38, 23.7%)
• Spatial distance from team (n = 9/38, 23.7%)
• Feeling “hands tied” (n = 4/38, 10.5%)
• Other (n = 2/38, 5.2%)

• Technical problems (n = 16/37, 43.2%)
• Technology time delays (n = 8/37, 21.6%)
• Spatial distance from team (n = 12/37, 32.4%)
• Other (n = 1/37, 2.7%)

TABLE 5 Reported reasons why different types of simulation offer
psychological safety in different ways and reported learning
experiences from distance simulation.

Reported reasons why presential simulation enhances psychological safety:
Easier communication and engagement in teamwork
Easier to receive direct and complete feedback
More direct and immediate contact with the other participants
Getting to know the other participants personally
Less inhibition to talk about emotions
Easier understanding of non-verbal cues
More effective and authentic debriefing with participants and debriefer physically
in the same room, (full) debriefing directly after the scenario
Atmosphere is more authentic/ direct and less anonymous
“No unknown number of (invisible) spectators” (n=2) (This was the case in this
simulation competition)
“This may only be a subjective psychological safety”

Reported reasons why avatar simulation enhances psychological safety:
Trainers may have a better overview from a distance, may be less involved in the
simulation
Less feeling of shame when giving wrong answers
The physical distance between trainers and participants conveys a feeling of
security
Less exam feeling

Reported reasons why distance simulation enhances psychological safety:
Simulation in familiar working environment
“Trainer feels more like a supervisor”
Less feeling of being on display
Less exam stress

Reported specific learning experiences with distance and avatar simulation:
Preparation and possibility of technical equipment/technology
Possibility of interaction with different involved persons who do not need to be
physically in the same room
More positive experience than expected, unexpectedly effective team training
More challenging assessment of non-medical aspects in distance, as compared to
F2F simulation
New (virtual) situation, flexibility
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significant differences between men and women for satisfaction

with the simulation (avatar: p = 0.388; distance: p = 0.313), for

psychological safety (avatar: p = 0.755; distance: p = 0.0713)

and for the ability for immersion (p = 0.662) and reception of

non-verbal cues (p = 0.628) in the avatar simulation. Overall,

the Likert-scale items in the survey showed an internal

consistency of α = 0.763. Reported advantages and challenges

for each type of simulation compared with traditional

presential simulation are listed in Table 4. Regarding

preferences for different future simulation types, responders

did not show any interest in changing to avatar simulation

only (n = 8/20, 40%). They also seemed to prefer presential

simulation to distance simulation (n = 7/20, 35%) but showed

interest in having presential and avatar/distance options or

hybrid options available.

When asked about psychological safety, respondents

mentioned that during presential simulation there was easier

communication and engagement in teamwork, more direct

contact with other participants, less hesitancy to talk about

emotions, easier understanding of non-verbal cues, and more

authentic debriefing. As for avatar simulation, limited

involvement of trainers, a reduced feeling of being examined,

less shame when giving wrong answers, and the physical

distance between trainers and participants were considered

beneficial for psychological safety. Statements were similar for

distance simulation, including being less on display, suffering

less from exam stress, valuing the training in a familiar

working environment and trainers feeling more like supervisors.

Responses related to general learning experiences with

virtual simulation are summarized in Table 5.

Stresses the relevance of good communication, repeat assessments and keeping
calm
"First sim for me in a while so grateful for the experience"
Good opportunity to train team-leadership (with a focus on clear instructions and
structured patient assessment)
Excellent opportunity for students (in current and future contexts)
“Interesting experience, for me more like watching a video or personal algorithm,
less like team training”
It is difficult to lead the avatars step for step, but it is good for communication
training

*In parentheses, explanatory notes by the authors.
Discussion

Participants indicated a high overall satisfaction with avatar

and an even higher, although statistically non-significant,

appreciation of distance simulation in this Central European

survey study. Our hypothesis that there would be distinct but
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specific advantages of avatar and distance simulation compared

to standard SBE was corroborated.
Strengths of avatar and distance
simulation

The surveyed participants mentioned several decisive

strengths of virtual simulation education in the inaugural

virtual simulation competition facilitated by Netzwerk

Kindersimulation, e.V. (14). The elimination of travel

distances and associated lower costs and less time spent

attending the education activity were the most frequently

reported items. Although mentioned least commonly, reduced

self-exposure to other participants or educators seemed

advantageous. Previous participant satisfaction survey-based

studies described telesimulation as a good substitute for

presential SBE and the fact that they felt more engaged and

encouraged to think critically (28). Virtual simulation offers

further profits. For example, permitting remote specialists or

colleagues to participate as educators or debriefers on a topic

they are experts in and thereby offers widened expertise to the

participants on the one hand, and peer coaching or debriefing

of the debriefing among experts on the other hand (29). It

has been recommended that simulation educators regularly

get feedback on their debriefing performance, which could be

facilitated more easily through virtually attending and more

experienced debriefing colleagues (21). This concept, called

telementoring, has resulted in high-quality debriefings

involving remote and local instructors to facilitate effective

debriefing during telesimulation (29).

It has been described that simulation integrated into the

actual working environment (in situ simulation) entails the

chance to improve reliability and safety in high-risk areas. In

addition, it allows the identification of latent clinical and

system threats to patient safety. It provides realism through

deliberate practice and integration of interdisciplinary and

interprofessional teamwork skills in the time-pressured clinical

context. Ultimately, it leads to change in clinical care systems

and improved clinical outcomes (30).

Another reported unique benefit of avatar simulation

included a positive learning experience due to the more

pronounced and newly learned relevance of direct, clear, and

structured communication and team leadership when leading

the avatars. To our knowledge, this effect has not been

previously reported. Whilst the evidence base for this effect is

still in its infancy, the same effect has been described with

blindfold team training and closed-loop communication. Like

leading a team of avatars at a distance, blindfold training is

hands-off. It requires critical thinking skills, a conceptual

framework, and highly specific and transparent communication

within the team to prevent communication errors (31).
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Regarding distance simulation in particular, attendance of

the simulation event in the own familiar working environment

was a commonly mentioned win. Interestingly, one participant

stated that the passive attendance of a scenario managed by a

competitor team felt like “watching a video or personal

algorithm training, less like team training”. While this

(individual) impression could be seen as a potential

limitation of avatar simulation for team training (due to

limited immersion into the avatar environment and

suspension of disbelief), it may simply reflect the need to

develop this simulation modality further and implement it

purposefully.
Avatar simulation

An avatar is a concept that originated within Hinduism

that signifies a deity’s material appearance or incarnation. In

computing, an avatar is a graphical representation of a user

in a virtual environment (32). It may take either a two-

dimensional form as an icon (also known as a profile

picture) or a three-dimensional form, e.g., in games or

virtual worlds (33). Avatars originated in the world of

gaming as popular components of virtual reality (VR). VR

formats are increasingly used in healthcare for education and

patient distraction preoperatively or during painful

procedures (34).

While avatar research is still in its early stages, evidence

suggests that those who receive tailored guidance and advice

from these virtual agents appear to have better physical and

psychosocial outcomes. One explanation is that the digital

characters can be customized for cultural, social, and other

user preferences (35). Avatars are also being progressively

used in medical simulations (36). Immersive, three-

dimensional worlds have been created in VR, which may

even incorporate multisensory feedback to ensure students

pick up essential skills and applications in different

healthcare contexts (37, 38). Simulation participants in our

study mainly were “novices” regarding the distance

simulation construct, whilst it is assumed that they are

competent in managing pediatric emergencies. Thus, a lack

of concept familiarity may partly explain that most

participants would have preferred presential simulation.

Motivation to engage in virtual simulation also likely varies

from actual patient care. Learners may choose a faster path

to the perceived correct answer or be willing to perform

educated guessing with less information in a low-stakes, no-

patient-harmed environment (39), e.g., telesimulation.

Previously reported profits of telesimulation are improved

interinstitutional networking and collaboration and rapid

dissemination of new medical contents (5).
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Face to face simulation

Presential simulation was the gold standard before the

COVID-19 pandemic, and we expect this simulation mode

to remain a mainstay of modern healthcare education and

training. The apparent advantages with presential simulation

indicated by the participants included more accessible

communication and engagement in teamwork, mainly

through non-verbal cues and capture of emotions, more

direct contact with other participants and educators, and

more authentic debriefing. Moreover, presential simulation

requires less costly and time-consuming technical

preparation efforts by the facilitators. Some avenues worth

exploring in the future comprise the extent to which virtual

simulation is comparable to traditional presential simulation,

more targeted exploration of potential benefits, e.g.,

economic savings, time conservation and standardization of

scenarios. Although our study did not evaluate whether

distance simulation is equivalent to traditional presential

simulation in assessing candidates’ practical/learning skills,

one can envision applying advanced virtual simulation

technology to alleviate some of the barriers encountered in

the current process. Accordingly, Abulfaraj et al. found no

difference in learning outcomes after VR and high-fidelity

manikin-based simulation training (40).

In addition to reducing travel distances and costs, virtual

simulations can be administered from any remote location with

computer access and at any time of day. Thus, simulations could

be completed while on remote rotations or at a remote testing

site, travelling or at home, across different time zones and

countries. Many aspects of virtual simulation require exploration

before such technology can be appropriately implemented for

general use. Faculty perceptions and experiences need to be

evaluated. Additionally, this format must be assessed for

limitations regarding reliability, interobserver agreement, and

available outcomes in formative and evaluative settings. In our

study, participant feedback regarding further willingness to

participate in distance simulation was overwhelmingly positive.

In this study, many participants would have desired more

interaction with the avatar, especially non-verbally and within

the scenario. With currently available animation and

programming capabilities, we can improve future simulations.

Transition to automated scenarios without a real-life proctor

could be achieved by applying artificial intelligence (41).
Psychological safety - benefits

Likewise, participants perceived psychological safety as

equally high with both virtual simulation types. Psychological

safety is crucial for the successful use of SBE. It can be

described as people’s perception of the consequences of taking
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interpersonal risks (e.g., speaking up, asking questions,

disclosing thoughts and mental frames) in contexts such as a

workplace or an educational setting (42, 43).

Interestingly, participants felt that simulation at a distance

from the trainers added a feeling of security and less exam

stress, feeling of being on display or shame than presential

simulation. These comments certainly underline the paramount

importance of carefully setting the ground for psychological

safety before each training, whether presential or virtual (43).
Challenges with avatar and
distance simulation

In contrast, propounded challenges by the participants

included technical problems (23.7% with avatar and 43.2% with

distance simulation) and the fact that the nature of virtual

simulation incurred fewer non-verbal cues (23.7%) for avatar

simulation and a spatial distance from the team (23.7% for

avatar and 32.4% for distance simulation). Likewise, a previous

learner satisfaction survey based study found poor ratings for

audio quality (5.22, 6.63 and 5.8 on a 10-point Likert scale for

the statement “I could hear the facilitator and other participants

clearly”) during telemedical resident education (28), and

technical issues related to network connectivity or sound quality

during telesimulation for medical students neonatal resuscitation

training in 75% (8). In our setting, facilitation of the virtual

simulation competition relied entirely on the technical support

of one institution without a backup institution. The encountered

technical impediments can likely be eliminated with upgraded

hardware and system capabilities. Furthermore, avatar simulation

participants felt their “hands were tied” (10.5%). Contrarily, the

occurrence of connection issues was relatively low, but some

participants reported streaming and communication problems.
Psychological safety – obstacles

The presence of spectators (n = 12), a delayed full

debriefing, lack of direct contact with team members (avatar

simulation) and a specific inhibition to discuss emotions

during virtual simulation were reported as disadvantageous.

Again, these comments highlight the importance of ensuring

a high degree of psychological safety before the education

activity by, e.g., underlining confidentiality and attributing

enough time for debriefing (43).

Only 10% of the competition participants had previously

participated in a virtual simulation. Nevertheless, participants

managed to immerse themselves well in the avatar simulation,

a new simulation environment for most participants, even

though they reported restricted reception of non-verbal

information from the avatars.
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Despite the discussed profits and satisfaction with virtual

simulation, none of the respondents wanted to convert to

avatar simulation only (n = 8/20, 40%) or seemed to prefer

presential simulation to distance simulation (n = 7/20, 35%).

However, they showed an interest in having future hybrid

presential and avatar/distance options available.
General learning experience

Interestingly, most participants stated that especially avatar

simulation offered a new and unexpectedly effective opportunity

to specifically train effective communication, structured patient

assessment and leadership skills. Both avatar and distance

simulation formats generally provided the opportunity to

participate in any simulation training at all, certainly

underlining the beneficial win of equity for both remotely

located medical and nursing students and health care providers

and trainers (29).
Limitations of the study

We acknowledge a small sample size in our study, where we

investigated the preferences and opinions of a relatively small

group of selected subjects in a very particular environment.

Additionally, a subset of answers was missing due to a few

incompletely answered questionnaires. Also, the avatar

simulation was facilitated at a single academic training site.

This research is based on participants’ opinions, judgements,

statements, and viewpoints that are not conclusive or scientific

evidence compared to research data. All these factors may

limit the generalizability of our results.

Furthermore, we investigated the feasibility of administering

a virtual simulation in a competition setting; however, we did

not evaluate the effectiveness of virtual simulation in assessing

participants relative to a standard presential simulation. We

did not specifically investigate the ability to immerse into

distance simulation as we considered the in situ setting

familiar to the participants but with the assessor/trainer at a

distance. The simulation scoring tool used in this study was

modified from the evaluation tools used in conventional

simulation. From an educator’s point of view, current

evaluation tools might not be relevant to the new virtual

environment. Thus, evaluation tools for virtual might need to

be updated, or faculty may need to develop new tools

specifically designed for the characteristics of distance

simulation. We collected previous simulation experience but

not experience in years in the clinical setting. We can,

therefore, only assume that the trainees (4 × 3 junior trainees)

had less experience than the specialists (4 × 1 senior

physician), possibly causing cognitive bias.
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Conclusion

The results from this small but innovative pilot study will

inform simulation educators about target group reported

advantages and challenges of avatar and distance simulation

modalities both in competition and training settings. While

we fully acknowledge and emphasize the value of presential

SBE, our findings suggest avatar-based simulation formats as a

promising learning tool for targeted communication and

leadership skills training for medical students and

interdisciplinary and interprofessional teams in current and

future education beyond the pandemic.

Although these findings may not be conclusive, they may

undoubtedly inform future studies exploring the challenges

and opportunities of different virtual simulation modalities

and studies examining the experience and the degree of

psychological safety in the virtual simulation context more

extensively.

To date, presential training remains the gold standard of

simulation-based education. However, virtual simulation

training modalities will remain relevant for maintaining SBE

during COVID-19 and other pandemics, forcing educators

and learners to adhere to social distancing requirements while

aiming to continue essential training activities.
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